If you’re looking to achieve that signature smile, meet Dr. Steven Davidowitz, CEO of Luxury Dentistry NYC, aka Dr. D. He is one of
the Upper East Side’s most prominent cosmetic dentists and specializes in designing and maintaining beautiful smiles. His
expertise and professionalism have made him a well-known dental expert throughout the country. Dr. D practices general

and cosmetic dentistry, with a passion for providing smile makeovers, utilizing techniques and procedures such as clear
aligners and porcelain veneers.

“Your teeth are keys to your success, whether you are interviewing for a job on zoom, dating or building selfconfidence. Having that signature smile will have you on the top of the list and will literally change your life.”
says Dr D.
In most cases, though, we can become so focused on our teeth alone, that we ignore the other important areas of the face that
frame the smile. Thanks to Dr. D and his unique approach to dentistry, your signature smile can be complimented by the
signature face, made possible by the innovation behind Evoke. Not just an exciting new beauty-booster, Evoke is a
revolutionary, pain-free, in-office treatment that sculpts the face with absolutely no downtime, scarring, or surgery.

What is Evoke?
Evoke is the first and only FDA cleared, non-invasive Facial Remodeling treatment that offers tightening and
lifting, creating more defined facial characteristics. The days of the traditional facelift are long gone, as
advancements such as Evoke can now treat the specific areas of the face to yield and maintain a youthful
frame to your smile. Evoke offers two separate treatments, targeting two separate areas:
Face – cheeks and jowls, for skin tightening and rejuvenation
Chin – chin and submental areas, “double chin reduction”

Sessions range anywhere from 15-45 minutes, depending on your area of concern, and the convenient
application is hands-free, allowing you to relax and watch Netflix or enjoy some music and relaxation. Evoke is a
safe and comfortable treatment that mimics the sensation of a warm stone massage for your face.
The results are outstanding and consistent, thanks to the treatment’s Artificial Intelligence feature that regulates
temperature and can sense impedance throughout, maintaining the proper energy needed for achieving the
desired results. No other non-invasive treatment can compare to the comfort, efficacy, and results of Evoke.

As the first doctor in NYC to incorporate Evoke into their practice, Dr. D truly offers an exclusive beauty experience for his
patients. If you’re not quite ready to go under the knife, but want to achieve the youthful and rested appearance of the
signature face, contact Dr. D and Luxury Dentistry NYC for more info!

